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Abstract 

In daily life we are often forced to choose between the “lesser of two evils,” yet there remains 

limited understanding of how the brain encodes choices between aversive stimuli, particularly 

choices involving hypothetical futures. We tested how choice framing affects brain activity and 

network connectivity by having participants make choices about individualized, aversive, 

hypothetical stimuli (i.e. illnesses, car accidents, etc.) under approach and avoidance frames 

(“which would you rather have/avoid”) during fMRI scanning. We tested whether limbic and 

frontal regions show patterns of signal intensity and network connectivity  that differed by frame, 

and compared this to response to similar appetitive choices involving appetitive preferences (i.e. 

hobbies, vacation destinations). We predicted that regions such as the insula, amgydala, and 

striatum would respond differently to approach vs. avoidance choices during aversive 

hypothetical choices. We identified activations for both choice frames in areas broadly 

associated with decision making, including the putamen, insula, and anterior cingulate, as well as 

deactivations in areas shown to be sensitive to valence, including the amygdala, insula, prefrontal 

cortex, and hippocampus. Connectivity between brain regions differed based on choice frame, 

with greater connectivity among deactive regions including the amygdala, insula, and 

ventromedial prefrontal cortex during avoidance frames compared to approach frames. These 

differences suggest that approach and avoidance frames lead to different behavioral and brain 

network response when deciding which of two evils are the lesser.  
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Introduction 

 Unpleasant decisions are part of everyday life, whether it’s choosing which bill to pay 

first, which painful medical treatment to pursue, or perhaps which candidate to vote for. Often 

these choices involve hypothetical future outcomes, such as potential recovery time from 

surgery. The biases that may influence choices between the “lesser of two evils” are important to 

characterize to understand how and why people make choices that may seem to be against their 

best interests or violate maxims of rationality. Here we aim to bridge between behavioral 

economic models of choice and real-world decision making behavior by studying a well 

established choice bias, the framing effect, in the context of decisions about real-world relevant 

aversive stimulus categories such as illnesses and car accidents. We characterize behavior, 

BOLD magnitude, as well as connectivity relationships implicated in the processing of such 

choices. 

 It is well-established that when choices are presented with emphasis on potential loss, 

people make different decisions than when the same choices are presented in terms of potential 

gains or positive outcomes (i.e. framing effects; Tversky & Kahneman, 1986). However, while 

these framing effects are well characterized in domains such as financial rewards and losses, it is 

less clear how such framing effects impact hypothetical aversive choices. An additional issue is 

that stimulus valence may impact how the brain encodes choice options, with some areas 

processing  primarily salience or intensity by increasing activation for both highly appetitive and 

aversive stimuli, whereas other areas may demonstrate valence sensitivity by increasing 

magnitude for appetitive stimuli and decreasing it for negative.  Here, we  characterize  brain 

dynamics underlying framing effects on complex, real world relevant, hypothetical aversive 

choices in terms of both magnitude based dynamics and magnitude-independent connectivity to 
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test whether areas implicated in decision making respond to salience, valence, or both. 

While brain response to actual aversive stimuli is relatively well described, dynamics 

underlying hypothetical aversive choices are less so. For example, “real” stimuli used in previous 

studies include unappealing foods or beverages (Harris et al., 2011; Kang & Camerer, 2013; 

Metereau et al., 2014), negative feedback (Bhanji & Delgado, 2014),  electrical shocks (Collins 

et al., 2014; Lawson et al., 2014; Winston et al., 2014) monetary losses (e.g. Delgado et al., 

2003; Kahnt et al., 2014), tactile stimulation (e.g. uncomfortable heat, pressure, or textures; Roy 

et al., 2014; Lamm et al., 2014), odors (Gottfried et al., 2002), and unattractive faces (Martín-

Loeches et al, 2014). However, fewer studies have addressed whether brain response when 

actually experiencing an aversive stimulus is different from choosing amongst hypothetical 

aversive stimuli (e.g. Sharot et al., 2010; Feldmen-Hall et al., 2012; Kang & Camerer, 2013), 

measured response to multiple types of aversive stimuli in the same subjects (e.g. Lamm et al., 

2015; Metereau et al., 2014), or attempted to simulate real-world aversive choice scenarios in the 

lab (e.g. Sharot et al., 2010). This distinction is important because the process of dealing with an 

actual negative outcome in the “here and now” may differ from making choices about the same 

outcome in the hypothetical future (Benoit et al., 2014, Gerlach et al, 2011), and real versus 

hypothetical choices can involve recruitment of different brain networks, for example 

hypothetical moral choices may rely more heavily on an “imagination” network than “real” 

choices that result in an immediate outcome (Feldman Hall et al., 2012). Previous research has 

established that real versus hypothetical choices for appetitive stimuli recruit similar brain 

networks (Mills-Finnerty et al., 2014) but it not clear whether this is the case for hypothetical 

aversive stimuli. According to several recent meta-analyses, areas that may be specialized for 

processing the value of actual aversive stimuli include posterior cingulate, amygdala, 
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parahippocampus, and inferior frontal gyrus; areas selective for appetitive stimuli may include 

anterior cingulate and superior temporal gyrus; and areas that may play a role in both include 

thalamus, amygdala, hippocampus, insula, ventral striatum, and certain regions of ventromedial 

prefrontal cortex (VMPFC) and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC; Liu et al., 2011; Hayes et 

al., 2014; Lindquist et. al, 2014). Several of these areas also play well established roles in 

conflict-based decision making more generally, such as the striatum and anterior cingulate 

(Botvinick, 2007; Brown & Alexander, 2013; Kolling et al., 2014; Friedman et al., 2015; 

Robertson et al., 2015). Here we aim to clarify whether hypothetical aversive choices recruit 

similar brain areas as actual aversive choices by adapting the choice paradigm from Mills-

Finnerty et al. (2014) to involve choices for hypothetical aversive stimuli. Brain response during 

aversive hypothetical choice is then compared against that for hypothetical appetitive choice to 

clarify whether 1. the same network of regions is broadly involved; 2. if those areas demonstrate 

involvement via activation increases, decreases or both; and 3. if and how network connectivity 

shifts in response to differences in choice frame and stimulus valence.  

Choice framing can influence decisions such that choices where the emphasis is placed 

on gain elicit different responses than choices where the emphasis is placed on loss (Kahneman 

& Tversky, 1981). Framing effects have been well studied in terms of both behavior (see 

Kuhberger, 1998 for meta-analysis) and brain response, with evidence of involvement of the 

amygdala (DeMartino et al., 2006), striatum and ventromedial prefrontal cortex (Tom et al., 

2007; Foo et al., 2014), and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex  (Foo et al., 2014). Loss frames tend to 

encourage riskier decisions than gain frames, due to loss aversion, whereby offsetting a loss 

requires a gain twice as large. Under the threat of loss, riskier decisions may become more 

appealing if they offer the chance at avoiding a loss altogether. The amygdala has been 
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implicated in loss aversion, with both lesion patients and rats with amygdala lesions showing 

diminished loss aversion response (DeMartino et al., 2010; Tremblay et al., 2014) and evidence 

that loss magnitude is tracked via signal in the amygdala and insula (Canessa et al., 2013). 

Additionally, regions associated with decision making such as DLPFC, VMPFC, anterior 

cingulate cortex (ACC), insula and striatum shift their response magnitude and connectivity 

patterns based on whether a choice is framed as positive/gain based or negative/loss based (Foo 

et al., 2014; Mills-Finnerty et al., 2014). For example, in one study using monetary gambles, 

increased activation in orbital and medial prefrontal cortex was correlated with decreased 

susceptibility to framing, meaning less bias towards risky decisions during loss frames 

(DeMartino et al., 2006). Participants making judgements about self relevant descriptors such as 

cleverness or honesty were more likely to endorse positively framed statements (i.e. “I am honest 

at least 75% of the time”) than negative (“I am not honest up to 25% of the time”). Positively 

framed judgements were related to greater mPFC activation, whereas negative judgements 

activated regions such as the insula (Murch & Krawczyk, 2014). Previous work has used framing 

manipulations with hypothetical, high complexity appetitive stimuli (Mills-Finnerty et al., 2014) 

or appetitive and aversive foods (Foo et al., 2014) but no studies have compared framing effects 

on appetitive and aversive multidimensional and hypothetical stimuli using connectivity 

modelling. A key question is whether avoiding a hypothetical negative stimulus (negative 

“reinforcement”) involves similar mechanisms in terms of magnitude and connectivity as 

approaching a positive stimulus (positive “reinforcement”). Here, we test how framing scenarios 

as approaching or avoiding hypothetical aversive stimuli affects behavior and brain response to 

clarify dynamics underlying these processes. Specifically, we test whether avoiding a 

hypothetical negative outcome recruits the same brain regions (e.g. striatum, mPFC) as 
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approaching an appetitive hypothetical or real reward,  by comparing magnitude based changes 

during appetitive vs. aversive choices and examining connectivity-based changes in response to 

frame in the aversive domain. 

 Replicating the complexity of real world aversive scenarios is challenging to do in an 

experimentally robust way. Common frameworks such as using food or money rewards offer 

simple and standardized scaling of stimulus dimensions (e.g. monetary value, calories) but 

therefore do not capture the multidimensional nature of naturalistic choices. Here we use a novel, 

multidimensional, individualized stimulus set to better approximate the complexity of real world 

decision making. This also enables the use of mixed effects modeling and generalizable results, 

as opposed to most task stimuli which are more appropriately modeled as fixed effects (Westfall 

et al, 2016).   Since in our task all aversive choices are hypothetical, we are not limited to using 

stimuli like shocks or odors and so instead ask participants about scenarios such as contracting 

types of illnesses or experiencing types of car accidents. Unlike stimuli such as electric shocks or 

monetary losses, hypothetical choices avoid the confound of hedonic/sensory elements of pain, 

the logistical issues of implementing actual losses in the lab (such as monetary penalties), and the 

artificiality of using stimuli such as shocks.  Disentangling the valence of stimuli from the 

outcome they predict (since no outcomes are expected or actually occur during our task) also 

removes potentially confounding explicit goal motivations. Since these are hypothetical 

scenarios where choice behavior does not lead an outcome,  participant’s choices can instead be 

used to infer preferences in a revealed preference framework; e.g. things chosen to be avoided all 

the time are interpreted as being preferred less than things only avoided sometimes. Therefore 

choices here are interpreted as the behavioral readout of a process we believe reflects 

preferences, or judgements, such as “X is worse/better than Y.” This approach allows us to 
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customize stimuli to participant’s perception of severity through the use of individualized 

stimulus categories. We refer to these hypothetical, multi dimensional, individualized aversive 

stimuli as “abstract reinforcers” to distinguish them from concrete reinforcers such as immediate 

delivery of money, food, or shocks, reinforcement here referring to the internal positive or 

negative processing that may motivate approach or avoidance behavior (e.g. relief from escaping 

a negative outcome). 

 We make several predictions about the general effects of stimulus valence on choice: we 

expect that consistent with response in the appetitive domain (Mills-Finnerty et al., 2014), 

changes in activation will be observed in brain regions associated with decision making such as 

the striatum, mPFC, insula, and amygdala, during choices for hypothetical aversive stimuli. 

Behaviorally, we expect that avoidance frames will result in faster decision times than approach 

frames, under the assumption that it is easier to decide which aversive stimulus to avoid than 

approach, an account consistent with previous literature (e.g. Kim et al. 2006, Fitzgerald et al., 

2009, C. Alos-Ferrer et al., 2012). We also predict that differences by frame will be observed in 

patterns of brain connectivity, following from results observed in the appetitive domain. 

Specifically, we expect to observe connectivity changes between the approach and avoidance 

conditions particularly in limbic regions such as the striatum, insula, and amygdala.  

II. Methods 
 
i. Participants 

 Fourteen healthy adult participants (9 female, mean age= 24.43, SD= 4.9) underwent 

functional MRI conducted at the Rutgers University Brain Imaging Center (RUBIC). Participants 

met standard MRI exclusion criteria (e.g.,. no metal implants, pregnancy, neurological 

disorders).  Participants were recruited from the Rutgers University Newark community through 
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a department based subject recruitment system and word of mouth. Undergraduates were 

awarded course credit for participation. One participant was left handed. No participants reported 

taking medication for any psychiatric or neurological disorder.  All participants gave written 

informed consent to participate. The study was approved by the Rutgers Institutional Review 

Board (protocol #12-530M). 

 Data from an independent cohort of subjects (n=14, 8 female, mean age =25.47, SD=4.37) 

was also used in analysis. This data was the subject of a previous manuscript (Mills-Finnerty et 

al., 2014). Subjects were screened based on the same criteria as the present study and were also 

scanned at the Rutgers University Brain Imaging Center. Participants in this cohort did not differ 

from the aversive framing cohort on age (t(20.22) = 0.67651, p= 0.51). Participant characteristics 

are described in more detail in Mills-Finnerty et al. (2014). 

ii. Procedure 

 A version of the abstract reinforcer task (Mills-Finnerty et al., 2014) with aversive 

categories was developed through behavioral piloting with an independent group of subjects 

(n=49) to determine an appropriate range of categories, exemplars within those categories, and to 

optimize task format.  Participants selected from a set of four categories: illnesses, car accidents, 

train incidents, and house incidents. A full list of category examples is available in Appendix A. 

Participants were asked to select the category they found the most negative. Participants unsure 

of how to select the most negative category were given the additional instruction to select the 

category with stimuli “they are most afraid of, or would least like to happen to them.” Categories 

chosen as most negative by participants were car accidents (6), train incidents (5), and illnesses 

(3). No subjects chose house incidents. Each category contained 12 stimuli which all constituted 
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conditions that could lead to death (i.e. cancer, bomb threat on a train, house fire, head on car 

collision; refer to Appendix A).  

 In the scanner, participants made two-alternative forced choices between all possible 

combinations of category exemplars (i.e. “flu versus cancer”), once with the prompt “which 

would you rather avoid” (avoidance frame) and once as “which would you rather have” 

(approach frame). The scan run took 13 minutes and six seconds. Choices were presented in 

eight 28 second long blocks with 7 choices per block (except for the final block of each framing 

condition which contained 10 stimuli), for a total of 66 trials per framing condition and 132 trials 

total. Participants were given up to 4 seconds to respond, and after they selected their answer the 

screen changed to a crosshair to indicate the response had been logged. Twelve second rest 

periods divided the approach and avoidance blocks. Stimuli were presented and responses 

recorded using PsychoPy (http://www.psychopy.org/).  

iii. Scanning Parameters 

  Functional imaging was conducted using a Siemens 3.0 Tesla Trio MRI scanner to 

acquire gradient echo T2*-weighted echo-planer (EPI) images with BOLD contrast. A 12 

channel array coil was used due to increased signal detection in orbitofrontal regions. Each 

volume collected had 32 axial slices. 393 measurements were acquired in ascending contiguous 

order with a TR of 2s, for a total scan time of 13 minutes and 6 seconds. Imaging parameters 

included: field of view, 192 mm; slice thickness, 3mm; TR, 2s; TE, 30ms; flip angle, 90 degrees. 

Whole brain high resolution structural scans were acquired at 1 X 1 X 1 mm using an MP-RAGE 

pulse sequence.  

iv. fMRI General Linear Model 
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 Analysis was performed using  FMRIB’s Software Library (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). 

Skull stripping was performed using BET (Brain Extraction Tool) and then individual data was 

registered to the anatomical standard using FLIRT (FSL’s Linear Registration Tool), in which 

the BOLD functional data are registered to the MPRAGE anatomical scan and then to the MNI 

atlas image. FEAT (FSL’s Expert Analysis Tool) was used for all GLM analysis with the 

following parameters for first level (individual scan) analysis: motion correction with 

MCFLIRT; 5 mm FWHM spatial smoothing, highpass filtering using a value of 100s, and a 

second registration to the MNI atlas using 3 DOF. The two regressors used in first level analysis 

were the timepoints associated with the approach and avoidance frames; rest periods were used 

as baseline and therefore not modelled.  

At the group level, activation was modelled several ways: as the average above baseline 

magnitude (activation) and below baseline magnitude (deactivation) of each framing condition 

(approach and avoidance); as a t test of the differences between activation in the approach and 

avoidance conditions; and the average group activation with approach and avoidance conditions 

collapsed together. This collapsing was done by modelling each subject’s approach and 

avoidance related timepoints together in a first level analysis, producing individual files 

representing the average activation during both the approach and avoidance conditions, referred 

to here as the “all aversive” condition.  All group models were run using the Flame 1 mixed 

effects model and corrected for multiple comparisons using a  cluster threshold of z=2.33, p>.05.  

Head motion for the sample was minimal (<.5mm; mean=.26mm, SD=.14mm) and thus 

movement was not included as a regressor in group models. Motion did not differ between the 

aversive and appetitive framing subject cohorts, t(25.9)= 0.24784, p= 0.81. To ensure that null 
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effects using a z=2.33 cluster forming threshold were not false negatives, we also conducted 

several analyses using a cluster forming threshold of z=1.65 

In order to further clarify how magnitude increases and decreases differ based on valence 

of stimuli, data from the appetitive framing task reported in Mills-Finnerty et al. (2014) was 

compared directly to the aversive framing data from the present study. In Mills-Finnerty et al. 

(2014) participants completed a task with the same format as in the present study, except the 

individualized categories of stimuli were appetitive (vacation destinations, leisure activities, etc.) 

and the choice framing was either positive (“which do you like more”) or negative (“which do 

you like less;” refer to Mills-Finnerty et al., 2014 for more detailed methods and participant 

information). Positive appetitive framing (“which do you like more”) was compared to 

avoidance aversive framing (“which would you rather avoid”), and negative appetitive framing 

(“which do you like less”) was compared to approach framing for aversive stimuli (“which 

would you rather have”) using t-tests to measure differences in activation magnitude between 

these conditions. 

v. Connectivity 

  Connectivity analysis was performed to quantify how brain network response during 

decisions for abstract aversive reinforcers is influenced by framing. While general linear model 

analysis addresses how conditions can affect the level of response by various brain regions, it can 

not reveal how those brain regions interact. Here, we use an Independent Multi-sample Greedy 

Equivalence Search (IMaGES). The algorithm starts with an empty graph and searches forward, 

one new connection at a time, until it finds the set of connections that optimally represents the 

entire group of subjects, interpolating any missing data. The algorithm searches with the 

restriction of finding only Markov equivalence classes of directed acyclic graphs. The process is 
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penalized to prevent overfitting using the Bayes Information Criterion (Schwarz, 1978): -

2ln(ML) + k ln(n), where ML is the maximum likelihood estimate, k is the dimension of the 

model (the number of directed edges plus the number of variables), and n is the sample size 

(number of participants). The LOFS post search filter was used to orient the direction of 

connections. LOFS “exploits the fact that the residuals of the correct linear model with 

independent non-Gaussian errors will be less Gaussian that the residuals of any incorrect model. 

That can be seen from two facts: (1) a sum of i.i.d. non-Gaussian variables is (usually) closer to 

Normal than any of the terms in the sum; and (2) the regression residual of a variable X on a 

false orientation of its adjacent variables is a weighted sum of the error term for X and the error 

terms for the variables of mis-oriented edges—whereas on the correct orientation the residual for 

X is just the error term for X” (Ramsey et al., 2011).  Edge orientation should be interpreted as a 

summary of the dominant direction of an edge, with the assumption that in biological reality 

communication likely volleys back and forth between brain regions in many cases. Orienting 

edges to be unidirectional rather than bidirectional is done here for the sake of improving model 

precision and recall based on simulation results (Ramsey et al., 2011), as well as recent empirical 

validations that this method correctly identifies ‘ground truth” directionality, in experimental 

conditions where this information is known (Mill et al., 2016). 

 ROIs were chosen based on activation during GLM analysis. Main effects used to 

generate coordinates for region of interests used in connectivity analysis were also validated 

using threshold-free cluster enhancement (see Supplemental Methods). Binary masks were 

created for VMPFC and bilateral putamen using FSL view and the Harvard-Oxford anatomical 

atlas, in which the probabilistic atlas defined ROIs were converted into masks. Since activation 

both above and below baseline were observed using GLM analysis, regions where both 
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activations and deactivations occurred were masked using more conservative methods. 

Specifically, the hippocampus mask was thresholded to 70% anatomical probability to exclude 

activation likely to be situated in other regions. For the insula, anterior cingulate, and amygdala, 

coordinates were restricted to those that fell within <70% probability of being a part of that 

region, and were then selected using the center of the clusters active or deactive identified using 

group GLM analysis. A 9mm sphere was then created to mask that activation. Mask coordinates 

were chosen to ensure minimal overlap of active and deactive voxels and are listed in Table 1. 

For the insula, two masks were created to account for both activations and deactivation, one in 

anterior insula (activation) and one in posterior (deactivation). No voxel overlap occurred 

between the anterior cingulate, hippocampus, or amygdala masks, and minimal overlap (approx. 

3 voxels) was observed for the insula and hippocampus masks.  

 Average time series for each subject were extracted from these ROIs using FSL’s 

meanTS module. The first and last TR of all condition blocks after the first block were excluded 

from analysis to exclude any carry over effects resulting from the hemodynamic response 

function time lag. Time courses of interest were arranged into a matrix for each subject, with the 

ROIs as columns and each row representing a single time point. These files were then input into 

the IMaGES workflow in Tetrad. IMaGES outputs a set of graphs that are all equivalently likely 

called a Markov Equivalence Class (MEC). Final graphs were selected by choosing the most 

complex graph (the one with the most edges) within the MEC generated for each condition. Edge 

(connection) weights were exported from Tetrad into LibreOffice Calc 

(https://www.libreoffice.org/). T statistics were averaged across the group, and were used instead 

of  raw coefficient values because they take into account standard error. The TDIST function was 
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used to calculate significance values of graph edges. Graph structure was input into Cytoscape 

(www.cytoscape.org) for visualization and calculation of graph metrics. 

 
 
Table 1. MNI coordinates used to define region of interest masks. 
 

III. Results 

i. Behavioral 

Reaction time was significantly longer for the approach (M=2.16, SD=.29) compared to 

the avoidance condition (M=1.99, SD=.34; t = -6.3812, df = 13, p=.00002).   

ii. fMRI 

Greater activation was observed for the contrast of the avoidance frame>approach frame 

in the right insula, right postcentral gyrus, and bilateral caudate using an Ordinary Least Squares 

regression with a cluster threshold of z=2.33, p<.05 (Figure 1, top). No activation was greater 

during the approach frame when compared to the avoidance frame using a cluster threshold of 

z=1.65, p=.05. Significant activation was observed for the “all aversive” condition (collapsed 

across framing conditions), in the right dorsal caudate, bilateral thalamus, pre- and postcentral 
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gyrus, supplementary motor area, anterior cingulate, lateral occipital cortex, superior parietal 

lobule, angular gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, and left hippocampus at a cluster threshold of 

z=2.33, p<.05 (Figure 1, bottom).  

 

Figure 1. Top, activation greater for avoidance > approach framed choices. Bottom, significant 

activation during all choices (collapsed across frame). 

 Significant deactivations were also observed for the all aversive condition, in the right 

insula, VMPFC, posterior cingulate, superior parietal lobule, right supramarginal gyrus, and right 

postcentral gyrus at a cluster threshold of z=3, p<.05 (Figure 2, pictured using a cluster threshold 

of z=2.33, p=.05 for visualization purposes). Deactive regions largely overlapped between the 

aversive and approach conditions, with the exception of clusters in right thalamus and posterior 

cingulate during the avoidance frame, and in superior temporal gyrus in the approach frame. 

More information about significant activation cluster location can be found in Table 2.  
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Table 2. Cluster extent, significance, and location for condition contrasts and main effects of 

task.  

 

Figure 2. Regions showing significant decreases in activation (“deactivation”) relative to 

baseline for all choices (collapsed across frame).  

Data from the appetitive framing task reported in Mills-Finnerty et al. (2014) was 

compared directly to the data in the present study. For all contrasts of aversive 

framing>appetitive framing, no activation was observed above a cluster threshold of z=1.65, 

p=.05. For the direct contrast of appetitive framing > aversive framing, activation was observed 

that differed by frame. Specifically, for positive appetitive framing (“which do you like more”) 

compared to avoidance aversive framing (“which would you rather avoid”), greater activation 

was observed in bilateral insula, anterior and posterior cingulate, precuneus, and bilateral lateral 
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occipital cortex at a cluster threshold of z=1.65, p=.05. Since the goal of this analysis was simply 

to confirm that appetitive choice response involves mainly increases in activation while aversive 

choice involves decreases, we feel this non-null result is of interest to report although it does not 

meet the more stringent criteria using z=2.33, p=.05. For negative appetitive framing (“which do 

you like less”) compared to approach framing for aversive stimuli (“which would you rather 

have”), greater activation was observed in VMPFC at a cluster threshold of z=2.33, p=.05.  

iii. Connectivity 

Approach and avoidance related connectivity was measured separately in the following 

network of regions: putamen, anterior insula, and anterior cingulate (areas active above 

baseline); and posterior insula, VMPFC, hippocampus, and amygdala (areas active below 

baseline). A connection to B, originating from A, is indicated here as A->B, whereas a 

connection from B to A is indicated as B->A.  During both avoidance and approach framing, the 

following connections were observed: putamen->anterior insula, putamen->anterior cingulate, 

putamen->posterior insula, putamen->hippocampus, VMPFC->amygdala, amygdala-

>hippocampus (Figure 3). During avoidance framing, additional connections were observed from 

posterior insula->amygdala and putamen->VMPFC. For all connections, the probability of them 

occurring by chance measured against a t distribution was p<.0005.  
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Figure 3. Graph models of connectivity during approach framing (top) and avoidance framing 

(bottom).   
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IV. Discussion 

The present study characterizes brain response to aversive hypothetical stimuli framed as 

approach or avoidance choices. Widespread, robust deactivation was observed within regions 

associated with decision making during choices for aversive stimuli, and sensitivity to choice 

context (approaching vs. avoiding an aversive stimulus) was observed via increases in limbic 

connectivity amongst deactive regions during avoidance choices. Taken together these findings 

suggest that the BOLD response to aversive abstract reinforcers involves primarily deactivation, 

suggesting valence sensitivity in deactive regions. The hypothesis that choosing which aversive 

stimulus to avoid would be processed similarly to choosing which appetitive stimulus to 

approach was supported, via greater activation and network connectivity for avoidance>approach 

framing within reward sensitive regions.  

i. Framing and aversive abstract reinforcer response magnitude 

 Framing effects have been robustly observed in the concrete context (e.g. Kahneman & 

Tversky 1986; refer to Kuhberger 1998 for meta-analysis), and recently established in the 

abstract context as well (Foo et al., 2014; Mills-Finnerty et. al., 2014). However, no studies to 

our knowledge have tested the effects of approach and avoidance frames on choices for 

hypothetical aversive abstract reinforcers. Consistent with predictions and the existing literature 

(e.g. C. Alos-Ferrer et. al., 2012, Foo et. al., 2014), significant reaction time differences were 

observed for approach versus avoidance frames, with significantly faster RT for avoidance 

compared to approach. Since RT is typically interpreted as an index of task difficulty, these 

results suggest that choosing which aversive reinforcer to approach is more difficult than 

choosing which one to avoid. Since avoidance is the more positive or desirable outcome, it 

follows that these choices can be made more quickly and easily. 
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 Despite highly significant differences in reaction time for approach and avoidance 

framing, no differences in brain activation were observed for the direct contrast of 

approach>avoidance choices. For the contrast of avoidance>approach activity was observed in 

the caudate, insula, and post-central gyrus. Average activation for approach and avoidance 

largely occurred in overlapping regions. Thus, it appears that the framing manipulation has 

smaller effects on magnitude increases in the context of aversive choices. Connectivity analysis 

results suggest that there are instead significant effects that occur via decreases in activation, in 

contrast to results in the appetitive domain (Mills-Finnerty et al., 2014). These results suggest a 

valence sensitive account of processing of hypothetical aversive choices. 

ii. Connectivity dynamics underlying framing effects in the aversive domain 

 In contrast to the GLM results, effects of approach vs. avoidance frame were observed 

via connectivity analysis and shed light on differences between processing of appetitive and 

aversive abstract reinforcers. Many of the areas that showed greater activation during appetitive 

framing in previous studies exhibited significant deactivation during aversive framing, including 

the insula and mPFC. Results from connectivity analysis suggest frame-based differences in 

deactivation.  

 The putamen appears to play a central role in both activation and deactivation networks 

during both the approach and avoidance frames. There were more connections between the 

putamen and several deactive regions (posterior insula and VMPFC) during avoidance, but not 

approach framing. The putamen had the most connections of any region in the network and 

highest betweenness centrality (BC) score during both conditions. BC is an index of how many 

of the shortest paths in a network pass through that node and indicates that the putamen is highly 

central to the graph. Results from the literature suggest that aversive prediction error responses 
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are coded by regions of caudate and putamen (e.g. Gottfreid et al., 2002: O’Doherty et al., 2006; 

Delgado et al., 2008; see Bissonnette et al., 2014 for review). Several studies have used both 

appetitive and aversive stimuli to measure PE. For example, one study found that the putamen, in 

addition to the anterior insula and rostral anterior cingulate, was responsive during prediction 

errors involving both unexpected relief and exacerbation of pain (Seymour et al., 2005). 

Interestingly, the specific sub-regions of the striatum, insula, and anterior cingulate that 

decreased activation in response to prediction error in Seymour et al. (2005) were active in our 

study, whereas the posterior insula and posterior cingulate both contained deactive voxels. In 

another study that used high resolution imaging (Mattfield et. al., 2011), the region of caudate 

that is active for positive PE (right caudate head) is deactive during the all aversive aversive 

condition in our results. The more anterior portion of the caudate that showed greater 

deactivation during negative PE in their study had greater activation in ours. These results 

suggest that the same regions that are involved more generally in PE are active or deactive 

during our task. However, without high resolution imaging and given the differences in 

protocols, it is difficult to interpret how meaningful differences in voxel cluster location are, or 

how much of the difference in effects is due to the use of real versus hypothetical rewards.  

Further, since there are no expectations or actual outcomes in our task, it is unlikely that putamen 

activation or connectivity represents prediction error. It is possible that the putamen codes the 

hypothetical outcomes associated with choices, resulting in relative increases in activation when 

avoiding an aversive stimulus. To better clarify value and salience dynamics, in future studies 

participants could explicitly rate each of these factors, ideally after every choice. However, the 

primarily deactivation-based dynamics observed provide support for valence sensitive processes 

during choices for aversive abstract reinforcers. 
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The involvement of the anterior cingulate via activation increases and connectivity with 

the putamen may reflect its role in conflict-based decision making. Avoiding and approaching 

aversive stimuli both involve forced choices between stimuli that are both highly aversive, a 

context inducing decision conflict. The anterior cingulate has been implicated in decision 

conflict, playing a role in information integration and control signaling during choices resulting 

in losses, by optimizing strategies to minimize loss (Brown & Alexander, 2014), such as by 

coding “teaching signals” used to inform avoidance learning (Botvinick, 2007). It is unclear what 

optimization strategies participants may have used to weigh aversive choice options, for example 

by adaptively learning choice heuristics throughout the course of the task (e.g. “always avoid 

cancer”). Future studies designed to investigate such potential individual differences are needed 

to clarify the role of anterior cingulate more specifically. Since in this task there are no outcomes 

to influence, it is possible the ACC plays more of an integration role in consolidating information 

to resolve decision conflicts, which is consistent with the similar strength of connectivity 

between ACC-putamen and same direction of influence in both framing conditions. The striatum 

has also been implicated in choice conflict, responding based on  degree of cognitive control 

(rather than effort) during attentional interference (Robertson et al., 2015). Optogenetic 

manipulation of circuits targeting striatal striosomes in animal models revealed that cost-benefit 

choices, but not benefit-benefit or cost-cost choices, can be manipulated in particular cell 

populations (Friedman et al., 2015), suggesting strong interactions between decision context and 

striatal function. Anterior cingulate and putamen activation, connectivity strength, and direction 

of connection did not differ significantly by frame, suggesting a similar response to choice 

conflict in both framing contexts. 
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The deactive regions in the network had more intra-connection than the active regions in 

both framing conditions. This deactivation network connectivity increased substantially during 

avoidance framing, with two unique connections (putamen->VMPFC, posterior insula-

>amygdala). This increase in deactive network connectivity in limbic regions for avoidance 

compared to approach is in line with predictions regarding the brain response to avoiding a 

negative stimulus. Specifically, it was predicted that areas such as the putamen and mPFC which 

increase activation during positively framed choices for appetitive abstract reinforcers should 

behave similarly given a choice to avoid an aversive abstract reinforcer. This prediction was 

partially confirmed, in that putamen increased its activation for avoidance>approach frames, but 

mPFC decreased its activation. Connectivity between mPFC and putamen increased during 

avoidance framing,  suggesting that that the decreases in mPFC during avoidance framing may 

actually be driven directly by the increases in putamen activation. The putamen may code factors 

such as the hypothetical aversiveness of the choice options, information that may be incorporated 

into a value signal in mPFC. 

The presence of activation and deactivation within different sub-regions of the same brain 

areas also suggests that potentially opponent processes are co-occuring in response to aversive 

stimuli. This delineation may be based on functional specializations of these subregions. For 

example, activation was observed in the anterior insula and deactivation in the posterior insula. 

These sub-regions have been implicated in different aspects of interoception - anterior insula 

with cognitive and affective components (such as feelings of disgust) and posterior insula with 

sensory encoding (such as the experience of pain; see review by Uddin, 2014). Interestingly, 

connectivity analysis revealed connections between the putamen and both anterior and posterior 

insula during both approach and avoiding framing. During avoidance framing only, an additional 
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connection from posterior insula to the amgydala was also present. These results suggest that 

posterior insula is the sub-region more affected by the difference between approach and 

avoidance prompts for aversive stimuli. Given the role of the amygdala in responding to aversive 

stimuli (e.g. O’Doherty, 2001; Whalen et al., 2004; Orsini et al., 2015), particularly during fear 

learning (e.g. Nader et al., 2000; Wolff et al., 2014; Moscarello et al., 2014) and in relation to 

loss aversion (e.g.DeMartino et al., 2010; Tremblay et al., 2014, Canessa et al., 2013),  these 

results suggest that inputs from the posterior insula may directly influence this response, such as 

by relaying information about relevant sensory features of hypothetical choices (such as the 

feeling of symptoms associated with different illnesses).  

iii. Appetitive vs. Aversive framing effects 

To further clarify valence effects on choices for hypothetical stimuli, choices for 

hypothetical appetitive stimuli were compared to similarly framed choices for aversive stimuli. 

Specifically,  positive appetitive framing (“which do you like more”) was compared to avoidance 

aversive framing (“which would you rather avoid”), while negative appetitive framing (“which 

do you like less”) was compared to approach framing for aversive stimuli (“which would you 

rather have”). Greater activation was observed for contrasts of appetitive>aversive framing, but 

not for any contrasts of aversive>appetitive framing, suggesting that valence influences choices 

for abstract reinforcers by leading predominantly increases when the ARs are appetitive. 

Connectivity modelling results suggest that interactions amongst active regions change based on 

frame in the appetitive domain, whereas changes in deactive region connectivity drives a 

significant amount of frame-based responding in the aversive domain. It is of course possible 

that dimensions other than valence may drive the difference in magnitude based response 

between tasks, such as differing sensory elements of choices, or different mechanisms for 
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computing appetitive vs. aversive value, and further studies will be needed to fully clarify these 

differences.   

Additionally, conflicting results in the literature in support of the salience and valence 

accounts may be due to protocol differences, such as contextual changes (gambling vs. certain 

choices, learning vs. passive tasks, etc.) that may drive responding to be more activation or 

deactivation based. Here, the appetitive and aversive choice protocols were visually highly 

similar and subjects were scanned using the same scanner, however the aforementioned 

differences in stimuli do limit the inferences that can be made from this comparison. To help 

resolve this, future analyses could use measures such as percent signal change to characterize the 

activation increases and decreases in each condition in a within-subjects design, in particular to 

determine if areas such as mPFC increase or decrease activation in a manner that is 

parametrically related to increase and decreases in stimulus value. Measuring physiological 

reactions to stimuli would also help bolster inferences about how individual differences in 

emotional responding or arousal might mediate connectivity patterns.  The primary limitation of 

the present study is the small sample size, and future studies replicating these results with a 

larger sample are needed for several reasons. Although the strong behavioral effect of decision 

frame reported in Mills-Finnerty (2014) replicated using a different stimulus set in the present 

study, our sample size precludes an investigation of individual differences related to gender, 

handedness, or other potential variables that might be related to decision making biases (e.g. 

numeracy). Although the edges in our connectivity model were all significant with sample size 

included in the DOF of the IMaGES model, it will be important to replicate these effects with a 

larger sample size. 
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In sum, we demonstrate that choices for hypothetical aversive choices rely on similar 

brain substrates as those involved in appetitive hypothetical choice. Activation patterns involved 

both increases and decreases in magnitude, suggesting that brain response is sensitive to valence 

in this context. Further, approach and avoidance frames seem to differentially modulate 

activation, with differences primarily observed via connectivity changes among deactive regions. 

These results provide a novel characterization of how network communication patterns among 

both active and deactive regions shift based on stimulus valence and choice framing. 
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Appendix A. Aversive stimuli categories. 

Supplemental Methods  
 
TFCE: We used a nonparametric testing method, threshold-free cluster enhancement, to validate 
our results (Smith & Nichols, 2009).  TFCE is a nonparametric method that calculates significant 
clusters of activation by estimating voxelwise cluster-like local support, which is then tested 
against a null distribution generated using permutation testing. Permutation testing is performed 
to the height of the maxima of the resulting statistic image, maintaining strong control over 
family-wise error. TFCE avoids the step of specifying an investigator defined threshold on 
clusters, which can bias results (Ecklund et al., 2016), and is sensitive to a broad range of signal 
shapes. The reason for using TFCE was to establish that the significant results identified testing 
against a null distribution generated from 5000 permutations were comparable to the results 
generated using a cluster correcting method, similar to the approach taken in the recent “cluster 
failure” follow up manuscript published in PNAS (Kessler et al., 2017). 
 
For the All Choices - Activation and All Choices -Deactivation one sample T tests reported in 
the Methods section, TFCE was run using 5000 permutations. Significance was defined using 
p=.05 corrected whole brain.  
 
TFCE of the all aversive choices activation one-sample T test identified significant clusters of 
activation consistent with results produced using a cluster threshold of z=2.33, p=.05 
(Supplementary Figure 1).  
 
TFCE of the All Choices -Deactivation one-sample T test identified significant clusters of 
deactivation that were highly similar to the results produced using a cluster threshold of both 
z=2.33, p=.05 and z=3, p=.05 (Supplementary Figure 2).  
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Supplementary Figure 1. Top, TFCE  results corrected at p=.05 whole brain of the All Aversive - 
Activation one-sample T test. Bottom, results of the All Aversive - Activation one sample T Test using 
cluster correction of z=2.33, p=.05. 
 

 
Supplementary Figure 2. Top, TFCE results corrected at p=.05 whole brain for the All Aversive -
Deactivation one sample T Test. Bottom, results of the All Aversive -Deactivation one sample T Test 
using cluster correction of z=2.33, p=.05 (red underlay);  TFCE results corrected at p=.05 whole brain for 
the All Aversive -Deactivation one sample T Test (blue overlay); results of the All Aversive -
Deactivation one sample T Test using cluster correction of z=3, p=.05 (light pink overlay).  
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